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The
-
Let be an open connected
- -

suse t of IR" that contains the 42.
-

point it =0 0f jc =f(x) (f10) =0].
ifthere is a continuously dissentiable
function
X: 8-> IR

attheallemotionasaand
Semi-

all x=0 (X: locally negativeof



then it =0 is stable in thesense
(this happens for pendulaofLyspynow.
2. If in addition to a) sadb), we have
(2) =[xx)fink,4x +8(90)
then it =0 isstaticallystate
[local positive definitiness 05Y(a).ab)]
localnegative definiteness of </[CR)
alony the solutions of(i =f(x)
3. Ifthere isacts biffles VIIR"-> IR with
a)X(x) =0;b3)X(x)30,4x+ 11"1303
xY =(XX)f(x)Y0,4x+1"(30)
all im V(V) = +0 [radial usbosndedness)

11x1)-> y

then size is globally asymptotically state.I



A

cance of a)
YK, v2) = +c

2.9.x = [ I3; Even if(vi) -> +0
Dim X(x) =26 [Not radially unfoundat47(2)3

I

int
& ③



Proof of34 28(shotch)
-
-

10 Let Y satisfya), 4), C1)
let = =Gxe;V(x) =iL
andlet rcD 2xbstant

62

YI 0,4x(40)me"natis positively in
x, variant

(i.e., ifwe startis
I the set well neverS x=0leauit)-> isstable.



2:Yx0,*x +8140) =)
=> Y is a decreasing function

oftime
on D, which is bounded from
belowby X0) =8 =>

i.e.X(x(1)linX(x/1) exists [ converges tot ->I
e.g. C2?0 I

Q: c= FO? -
-x(x)=c

We prove that

· I this is notpossible?!),
Proof by

Los tradi

-ctiolog



Assume that him ((x) = (2>0
t->y

Let D1= =(xB;(z=)/(x) =c,) s.t.
Max 1 =-0
xe,

Then the-for 81 =>
X (0111) =V(0x10)) - 2.5 on 81 =>

There is Exos.t. V(x /E) <0
- =

0.8



hallenge: How to constructhyscov
- functions???
No UNINEUSAL Recipe!!!
Instead, we have guiding principles thatallow
us to exploitstructure ofnonlinear terms
-

- g(u);It)
EIR: solar probe

e

Getinster
a2 > e,-0

I
⑦

x



"Nig

K
x.g,os130 for all x f)-9,,a2)((0)

g(0)-

Lyapunov function candidate(1x)
=E

Y =x.x =x.) - g(5))) = - x.2(4) =0
LAS of

xx -( -9,,a)(30) =3 5 =0 ⑧


